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1 Introduction 

 

When I was working at the Wind Energy Group of the University of Technology Eindhoven, 

I have designed a small water pumping windmill which was later called the CWD 2740. 

A scale model of the rotor of this windmill was tested in the wind tunnel by the American 

student Mark Schumack in autumn 1979 during three measuring days. He was guided by my 

colleague Jos Beurskens and by myself. The results of the measurements were presented in 

report R 408 S (ref. 1) which is no longer available. This windmill was originally called the 

THE I/2 but the name was later changed into CWD 2740 and I will use this final name. 

 The rotor has six blades with a 10 % cambered airfoil and a diameter of 2.74 m. The 

blades have dimensions of 1 * 333 * 1000 mm and six blades can be made from a standard 

sheet size 1 * 2 m without losses. The rotor has a frame with six spokes and three ribs are 

welded to each spoke. An assembly drawing with the main measures is given at page 2a of 

R 408 S. This drawing is scanned and copied as figure 1. A photo of the scale model of the 

rotor in front of the wind tunnel is given at page 52a of R 408 S. This photo is scanned and 

copied as figure 2.  

 The wind tunnel has a diameter of 2.2 m. It is an open wind tunnel which means that the 

flow can expand freely around the rotor and so there is no tunnel blockage. The scale model 

rotor had a diameter of 1.5 m and was placed at a distance of 2.1 mm before the opening of 

the wind tunnel. The wind tunnel speed was about 7.3 m/s and this corresponds to Reynolds 

values which are valid for the original rotor at a wind speed of 4 m/s. The rotational speed n, 

the torque Q and the wind speed V were measured very accurately. The measurements were 

transformed into Cq, Cp and  values by one of the first computers at that time available and 

this prevented calculation errors. So the measurements are very accurate.  

 The measurements were performed for different blade conditions. The scale model was 

made such that the spokes could be turned in the hub. So the blade angles could be changed 

for a constant blade twist. Only the measurements for the original blade angles are presented 

in this report KD 696. It was also checked if the starting torque could be increased by 

mounting a tube at the leading edge of the airfoil. This appeared to be the case but it resulted 

in decrease of the maximum Cp and decrease of the optimum tip speed ratio, so these 

measurements are not incorporated in this report KD 696. 

 The CWD 2740 is provided with the inclined hinge safety system with a centrically 

placed rotor and an auxiliary vane. So the rotor turns out of the wind at high wind speeds. 

Therefore it was wanted to know how the rotor performs as a function of the yaw angle . The 

rotor was tested for yaw angles  of 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50° and 60° for the original blade 

angles. The Cp- and Cq- curves for different yaw angles are given at page 45 and 46 of 

R 408 S. These figures are copied as figure 3 and figure 4 (Cq is called Cm).  

 The rotor formulas for a yaw angle  are given in chapter 7 of my report KD 35 (ref. 2). 

For these formulas, it is assumed that the component of the wind speed perpendicular to the 

rotor plane, Vcos, is determining the rotational speed n, the rotor thrust Ft, the torque Q and 

the power P. This means that the power coefficient Cp decreases with cos3. It has been 

checked if this is really the case for the CWD 2740 rotor and it appeared that this is almost 

true. The difference in between the real reduction of the Cpmax and the reduction according to 

cos3 is given at page 47 of R 406 S. This figure is scanned and copied as figure 5.  

 The reduction of the optimum torque coefficient Cqopt is almost following a cos2 

function as shown by formula 7.7 of KD 35. However, the reduction of the starting torque 

coefficient Cqstart (for  = 0), isn’t according to a cos2 function. In figure 4 it can be seen that 

the values of Cqstart for yaw angles of 0°, 10°, 20°, 30° and 40° are almost the same. The 

reduction of Cqstart becomes only significant for yaw angles of 50° and 60°. I expect that the 

difference in between the real starting torque coefficient and the torque coefficient which is 

found with formula 7.7 of KD 35, is more important as the rotor has a lower design tip speed 

ratio and as the real tip speed ratio is lying closer to zero.  
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2 Presentation of the measurements 

 
 

fig. 1  Assembly drawing CWD 2740 rotor 
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fig. 2  Photo scale model CWD 2740 rotor with D = 1.5 m, in front of the wind tunnel 
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fig. 3  Measured Cp- curves CWD 2740 rotor 
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fig. 4  Measured Cq- curves CWD 2740 rotor 
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fig. 5  Checking if Cpmax decreases with cos3
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